Study of physiological and biochemical mechanisms of insulin action on the emotional state of anxiety.
Insulin is an anabolic hormone with a broad spectrum of action. When linked with the specific receptors of the cell membrane insulin causes the changes in the whole plasmatic net of the cell and favourable conditions are created for complex biochemical processes. The goal of the research is to study the metabolic effect of insulin on the emotional state of the anxiety according to the animal model (rats). In order to reach the aim passive avoidance test ("punished water drinking") was used in an intact animal model as well as in the one with the experimental diabetes mellitus. Pharmacological substances: insulin and dithizone were applied. After insulin injection the intensification of anxiety state in central neural system is connected to the activation of the enzyme (thirozin-amino-transpherasa), which in its turn intensifies formation of amino acids (glutamine). The latter through either synaptic or outer-synaptic ways effects hippocampus and neurons of the brain tunic causing the increase of excitation and consequently intensifies the anxiety state. It was confirmed that exogenic introduction of insulin causes activation of innate behaviours, in particular the generation of anxiety emotion, that should be considered by an endocrinologist within the whole treatment period of insulin-dependent diabetic patients.